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 The bulk and surface structure of the various phases of water ice is of 
considerable contemporary importance.  In atmospheric sciences, the surface structure of 
ice and the occurrence of surface premelting may play a major role in the chemistry of 
the troposphere.1  In geosciences and planetary sciences, the many phases of ice hold 
interest for understanding the composition of comets,2 of planetary cores in the outer 
reaches of the solar system,3 and of subsurface and atmospheric regions of Mars.4  
Finally, in astrophysics, various phases of water ice are present in interstellar dust.5  
 In recent years, the use of synchrotron radiation techniques together with 
improved modeling and theoretical treatment has reopened vigorous debate about the 
local structure of water6-10 and has also revealed new aspects of the surface structure and 
properties of water ices.11,12 This ensemble of results includes new measurements and 
interpretation of x-ray absorption fine-structure (XAS),7,12-15 and the valence9,16 
(Compton scattering) and core8,10,17-19 (x-ray Raman scattering, henceforth XRS) 
contributions to nonresonant inelastic x-ray scattering (NRIXS) of hard x-rays. The two 
NRIXS techniques show promise for studies of the many high-pressure phases of water 
ice because of the compatibility of the incident hard x-rays ( 10ω ≥= keV) with high 
pressure chambers.18,20,21  
 Here, we present improved measurements and calculations of XRS from water 
ice, with an emphasis on the importance of the intermediate-energy fine structure for 
fingerprinting subtle structural changes in higher coordination shells. On the 
experimental front, we present new XRS measurements of the O K-edge in ice Ih with 
greatly improved statistics compared to prior measurements. This enables a careful 
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discussion of previously unobserved intermediate-energy XRS fine structure while also 
establishing that the momentum-transfer (q) dependence of XRS from water ices can be 
ignored when away from the absorption edge. This second result has significant practical 
value for future XRS studies of high-pressure ice phases, as it endorses measurement at 
high scattering angles (i.e., high q) where the overall count rate is typically more than an 
order of magnitude larger than at low scattering angles. We also present new theoretical 
results for the XRS or XAS fine structure using ab initio real-space full multiple 
scattering calculations on large clusters of several different water ice phases. In contrast 
to prior RSFMS calculations on small clusters or to prior semi-empirical molecular-
orbital based calculations which are restricted to a small energy range near the edge, we 
obtain qualitative agreement between calculation and experiment both in the very near-
edge and intermediate-energy regimes. These calculations demonstrate the sensitivity of 
at least the intermediate-energy fine structure in water ices to relatively high coordination 
shells, i.e., the intermediate-range order in the various phases.  
 
II. THEORY 
 For a powder or amorphous sample, the double-differential cross-section for an 
NRIXS measurement is 
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where ( , )S q ω  is the dynamic structure factor, the i and f indices refer to the initial and 
final states, and ω=  is the energy loss in the scattering event.  For sufficiently small q, 
( , )S q ω  becomes proportional to the usual x-ray absorption coefficient such as is 
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measured by inherently dipole-limited x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) or in typical 
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) studies.21-24  This connection between XAS 
and low-q XRS has led to numerous recent studies where the relatively large penetration 
length of the incident hard x-rays used in XRS has provided a bulk-sensitive and 
pressure-chamber compatible alternative to soft x-ray XAS.8,19,25  At higher q, additional 
(i.e. non-dipole) angular momentum selection rules become important, allowing for a 
more detailed characterization of the symmetry of the final states24,26,27 in a way 
unavailable to XAS but which has been exploited in gas-phase inner-shell EELS studies22 
at higher momentum transfers.  In some cases, q-dependent XRS measurements may be 
inverted for a purely experimental determination of the symmetry-projected final density 
of states.28 
 Given the close connection between XRS and XAS, some of the theoretical 
treatments commonly used in XAS have now been extended to XRS29,30  In the present 
study,  we are concerned with the near-edge structure extended to perhaps 50 eV past the 
O K-edge for ordered and weakly disordered phases of water ice.  We address these 
features with real-space full multiple scattering (RSFMS) approach using a q-dependent 
version30 of the FEFF software package. This code computes ( , )S q ω  with a single 
particle Greens function using self-consistent muffin-tin potentials.30,31  The real-space 
treatment in FEFF does not require periodicity and can accommodate large atomic 
clusters with or without disorder. The ability to treat a large disordered cluster (~200 
molecules) is crucial, as our calculations find sensitivity of the XRS (or XAS) near-edge 




 All XRS measurements were taken at the Advanced Photon Source, sector 20ID-
PNC/XOR using the lower energy resolution inelastic x-ray scattering (LERIX) user 
facility.32 A sample of HPLC water was sealed into a 1-cm thick Al chamber with 25 µm-
thick polyimide windows and was slowly cooled in vacuum by a nitrogen-flow cryostat 
to ~130 K. Such preparation is well-known to result in ice Ih. There were no systematic 
changes between spectra collected over several hours. The energy resolution was 1.35 
eV.  
 The sample surface was tilted back ~30 deg from the vertical, so as to optimize 
the high-angle scattering. XRS spectra were simultaneously collected at three q ranging 
from 7.7-9.3 Å-1.  These values correspond to qa = 0.8 – 1.0, where a is the average 
radius of the O 1s initial state.  For this experimental geometry, we expect less than 1% 
percent background contribution from the polyimide window on the sample cell.  The 
rationale for emphasizing high-q (high scattering angle) spectra was pragmatic: the 
overall XRS cross-section increases nearly as q2 over the available q range.30  For each q, 
we f-sum normalize the data and remove the valence Compton background by fitting to a 
Gaussian.27 Integrating over q, we then obtain 1.5 x 105 counts above the valence 
Compton background at the O K-edge.  
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 In Figure 1, we show our new XRS measurements (top curve, labeled ‘XRS’) and 
the same data after improving the effective energy resolution to 0.9 eV by use of the 
Richardson-Lucy iterative deconvolution algorithm33 (middle curve, ‘XRS+RL’). Despite 
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using momentum transfers outside the nominal dipole-scattering limit (i.e., ) the 
observed spectra have good agreement with the previous dipole-limited XAS results 
(Fig.1, bottom curve) of Zubavichus, et al.
1qa
14  This agreement is likely due to the 
relatively low symmetry of the O local environment: the local electronic structure must 
be a strong admixture of s, p, d, and possibly higher orbital angular momentum 
contributions.  Recent work on the extended fine structure measured in XRS from water 
came to similar conclusions.19 
 Briefly, the fine structure in XAS or in XRS with increasing photoelectron kinetic 
energy (KE) is due to interference between the outgoing photoelectron wavefunction and 
its many reflections off of neighboring atoms, with phase shifts mediated by the details of 
the atomic and interatomic potentials.34 At high photoelectron KE (i.e., in the limit of 
extended XAS), a small number of paths typically dominate and the fine details of the 
potentials (such as bonding anisotropy) are largely irrelevant. For ice Ih, the extended 
fine structure in XRS was measured first by Bowron, et al.,35 and most recently by 
Bergmann, et al.,19 with considerably improved statistics. 
 On the other hand, at very low photoelectron KE, i.e., within ~10 eV of the edge, 
the photoelectron scattering is isotropic, intrinsic losses are low, and the fine details of 
the potentials may strongly influence the phase shifts determining the exact interference 
pattern.  This is especially true if the final states are very localized, such as single-atomic-
like states or antibonding molecular orbitals.36 This energy loss regime has been the 
subject of intensive recent interest and contentious debate for liquid water. 6-10 
 Finally, for more intermediate photoelectron KE (~10 – 50 eV), intrinsic losses 
are still small, the generic (but not exact) details of the potentials are important, the final 
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states are now definitely spatially extended, and the photoelectron scattering is still 
relatively isotropic. An RSFMS approach31 using a large atomic cluster is therefore 
physically appropriate. Due to the isotropic scattering and low losses, features in this 
regime are often more sensitive to higher coordination shells than for either lower or 
higher photoelectron KE.  For example, for ice Ih we expect that the low-energy 
photoelectron inelastic mean free path is greater than 10 Å. In this energy loss regime 
XAS and XRS may therefore be sensitive to intermediate-range order, rather than just 
short-range order.  
 We first consider ice Ih using a model whose coordinates were generated using an 
interaction potential based on a single-center multipole expansion, which incorporates 
hydrogen disorder via Pauling’s criteria before optimizing the coordinates to match the 
experimental crystal lattice energy and lattice parameters.37 Convergence of the self-
consistent calculation of the atomic potentials requires a 4 Å cluster with lmax = 2 (i.e., 
including s-, p-, and d-type unoccupied states in the self-consistent calculation).  The 
calculations are not strongly affected by the number of unique potentials and thus select 
the simplest configuration: one unique potential for the absorber, one for the hydrogens, 
and one for the remaining oxygens. In the near-edge region, best agreement between 
experiment and theory occurs when using the default Hedin-Lundquist exchange-
correlation potential, but omitting the core-hole from the calculation.  
 With the potentials thus specified, we proceeded to vary the hydrogen muffin tin 
radius while keeping the oxygen potential fixed as shown in Figure 2. This test is 
essential for hydrogen atoms whose charge density is highly anisotropic. The simulations 
in the figure were performed for q = 8.0 Å-1, but the results beyond 537 eV are essentially 
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unchanged at smaller q.38 For subsequent calculations, we choose the potential with a 
muffin-tin radius of 0.47 Å for its general agreement with the labeled features.  
 We next turn to the problem of convergence of the RSFMS calculation. The 
spatial extent of the photoelectron wavefunction for the various spectral features may be 
investigated by varying the size of the cluster used in the calculation.  In Figure 3, we 
show calculations for ice Ih for q = 8.0 Å-1 for gradually increasing cluster size; again, the 
results are essentially unchanged at smaller q so that the same calculations may also be 
compared to XAS spectra. A 7 Å radius cluster consisting of 46 molecules 
(approximately the first 5 coordination shells) is necessary for convergence of the 
RSFMS calculation in the intermediate-energy regime. This result is consistent with the 
hypothesis of Parent, et al,15 and Zubavichus, et al,14 who proposed that the intermediate-
energy region would be sensitive to intermediate-range order in ice, but who were 
unsuccessful in reproducing this fine structure using RSFMS calculations.  This is 
apparently due to the small size of the clusters used in those calculations.  
 The steady evolution of the very near-edge region (i.e., within 10 eV of the 
absorption edge) with increasing cluster size deserves comment.  The FEFF code has two 
limitations with regard to calculations in this region, especially for molecular solids. 
First, the use of spherical muffin-tin potentials may be too crude an approximation when 
there is strong anisotropy in the real local potentials due to chemical bonding. Second, 
and more importantly, this approximation can be inadequate to treat low-energy atomic-
like or molecular-orbital-like bound states (resonances) if they are present.  However, the 
qualitative agreement between the calculated spectra in the first 10 eV and the 
experimental results suggests that key properties of the final states in this regime are 
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reasonably well preserved in the present calculation. This result runs contrary to the 
assumptions underlying the prior7 semi-empirical, molecular-orbital based calculations 
used in the analysis of the first 10 eV for XAS and XRS of liquid water and ice Ih. It 
would be valuable to extend the present RSFMS calculations from muffin-tin potentials 
to a full-potential calculation to determine if this result is fortuitous or if it instead 
indicates that the very near-edge structure is indeed a measure of intermediate range 
order rather than only a measure of the local bonding configuration. 
 With convergence of the calculations under control, we now present our main 
computational results in Figure 4. From top to bottom in the figure, we show the 
calculated XRS spectra for the O K-edge for proton- and oxygen-ordered ice XI, ice Ih 
with oxygen disorder (via structural optimization) and proton disorder (via Pauling’s 
criterion), ice Ih with only proton disorder, ice Ic with only proton disorder, and proton- 
and oxygen-ordered ice II. For systems with disorder, the displayed spectra are the result 
of averaging calculations at 10 different central O sites for each structure.  
 The spectra vary the most in the first 10 eV (i.e. for features ‘A’ and ‘B’) where 
the dependence on the proton disorder is most pronounced. The intermediate-energy 
multiple scattering features (now labeled ‘C’, ‘D’ and ‘E’) shift and broaden slightly in 
the oxygen disordered ice Ih case and agree better with the measured results. None of the 
calculations were able to reproduce the dip in the overall spectral shape that occurs in the 
XRS and XAS data at 548 eV.  
 There are two important comparisons to be made among the calculated spectra in 
this figure. First, in comparing the computed spectra for ice Ih, structurally optimized (i.e. 
oxygen disordered) ice Ih, and ice XI using experimental lattice parameters,39 we found 
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that oxygen disorder had the largest impact on the intermediate-energy fine structure 
(features ‘C’, ‘D’, and ‘E’ in Fig. 4). Of the three cases, the computed oxygen-disordered 
Ice Ih spectrum best matches the position and the amplitude of the experimental fine 
structure. Second, by comparing ice Ic and ice Ih, which have identical local structures 
for the first two oxygen coordination shells, we find that the relative amplitude of 
features ‘C’ and ‘D’ could be a useful differentiating fingerprint. We also computed the 
spectra for ice II, a high pressure phase of ice which is different from ice Ih even at the 
first coordination shell. Clearly, the calculated ice II spectrum is significantly different 
from ice Ih at intermediate energies, again speaking to the value of the intermediate-
energy fine structure for structural determination. Discrepancies in the first 10 eV of the 
ice II calculation with respect to the XRS results of Cai, et al,18 may benefit from further 
optimization with the current RSFMS theory (i.e. different exchange-correlation 
parameters, energy shifts, and Fermi level cutoffs) and should be reevaluated in future 
calculations based on more realistic potentials.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 In conclusion, we have used new measurements and calculations of nonresonant 
x-ray Raman scattering to investigate the sensitivity of the local electronic structure to the 
intermediate range order in different phases of water ice. We find that the intermediate-
energy fine structure (i.e., 10-50 eV past the edge), which has previously been ignored in 
XRS studies, may be reliably calculated by real-space full multiple scattering (RSFMS) 
methods and that it shows significant fingerprinting for the intermediate range order, i.e., 
crystalline structure past the first few coordination shells.  Both the theoretical and the 
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experimental results also endorse the experimental convenience of XRS measurement at 
high momentum transfers, which should simplify future XRS measurements in the 
intermediate energy regime for high-pressure phases of water ice.  Finally, the RSFMS 
calculations show surprisingly good agreement in the very near-edge region of the 
spectrum for ice Ih, which may be fortuitous or which may indicate that even this energy 
range involves significantly delocalized final states. Further calculations using more 
realistic potentials will be necessary to resolve this issue. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS  
Fig. 1: Top: The XRS near edge structure of ice Ih (present study); Middle: Present data, 
after partial removal of instrumental broadening (see text for details); Bottom: XAS 
results from Zubavichus, et al.14  
 
Fig. 2: Calculated XRS spectra for ice Ih at q = 8 Å-1 as a function of the muffin-tin 
radius at the hydrogen sites. For subsequent calculations, we chose a muffin-tin radius of 
0.47 Å due to its agreement in the placement of features ‘C’ and ‘D’ and the overall 
shape of the spectrum in the first 10 eV.  
 
Fig. 3: The upper sequence of displaced curves show the dependence on the cluster size 
for RSFMS calculations of the O K-edge XRS spectrum for ice Ih at q = 8 Å-1.  The 
curves are labeled by the cluster radius and the number of molecules that were used in the 
calculation.  By means of reference, the bottom-most two curves are the measured XRS 
spectrum and the same data after partial removal of instrumental broadening.  
 
Fig. 4: The sequence of curves shows the converged, large-cluster RSFMS calculations 
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